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This paper discusses t he errors from residuals in t he Maxwell-vVien bridge a,nd t he 
effect of t hese on t he measurement of indu ctors in a bridge not having a vVagner ground . 
Particular atte ntio n is given to t he usc of substitution methods for accurate measurements 
a nd especially to the "equal-substi tut ion" (comparison) method , which can vield excellent 
precision in the calibration of inductance stanclarcl s-:- . 

1. Introduction 

Self inductors and mutual inductor can be con
stl'Ucted to have inductance that is computable from 
their geometry and dimensions. Although the in
ductance of certain inductors having measurable 
mechanical diTnensions and simple geometrical form 
can be computed wi th excellent accuracy, such 
inductors ar e not often used as reference stand al'd s 
for inductance measurements. In practice, induct
anee measurements are more conveniently m ade with 
reference to noncompu table reactances in the form 
or compact and stable reference strtndards of induct
ance or capacitance. Accurate values of inductance 
can be determined by comparing the reactance or 
the inductor with th e reactance of either standard 
capacitors or stanchrd inductors by use of appro
priate bridge circuits. However , the most precise 
measurement of an unlmown qUl\,ntity (in this case 
inductrmce) is made by comparing it with a standard 
of like kind and magnitude, the small difference being 
measured by a cOl'J'esponding small change in one 
element of the bridge circuit. When comparison 
methods are used , it is often possible to r educe the 
detrimental effects of residuals in the measuring 
circuit to such an exten t that the precision of com
parison is much better than the accuracy with which 
the calibration standard is known. 

The Maxwell-Wi en bridge circuit has long been 
used for the accurate m easurement of inductance. 
For measurements of best accuracy with any alter
nating-current bridge circuit, even for comparison 
measurements, it is necessary to consider the effects 
of residuals, the ways of reducing these effects, and 
the handling of corrections to offset the net enol's. 

2. Maxwell-Wien Bridge 

A bridge circuit originally developed by J. C. 
Maxwell [1] 1 for use wi th ballistic detectors 'was 
adapted by M. Wien l2] for a-c measurements. For 
many years the circuit ha been used widely by 

'Contri bution rrom the Radio Standards Laboratory, National Bureau 01 
Standards, Boulder, Colo. 

1 FigUl'cs in brackets indicate the literatme references at the end of this paper. 

standardizing laboratories for measurements of in
ductance. FigUl'e 1 sbows it schematic of a we11-
hiclded1laxwell-Wi en bridge with '1Vagner arl11s for 

elimin ation of er1'OI'S resliiting from CUlTent diverted 
to ground throllgh leaklge impedances. The in
ductan ce, L, to be measured is placed in series with 
a r es is tance, TL' If the co mpollent of the bridge 
arms sho\\rn in figure 1 were pure, the inductance 
measured when the bridge is balanced would be 

(1) 

an d to obtain t he balance it is necessary that 

(2) 

FIGURE 1. The Maxwell-Wien bridge cirCltit with complete 
shielding and a Wagne1' ground. 
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In practical situations it is not possible to obtain 
completely pure components. The residuals in the 
components contribute to the systematic errors, and 
it is necessary to analyze the circuit sufficiently to 
correct for these errors or to determine the maximum 
uncertainty in the results if the errors are neglected. 
Figure 2 shows the components of figure 1 with the 
addition of appropriate residual components, but 
without the Wagner arms. For example, t he series 
resistor, rL of figure 1, in the inductance arm is repre
sented in figure 2 by a pure resistance, rL, in series 
with an inductance, lL. The inductance, IL' is a 
lumped constant that may be either positive or nega
tive depending upon the relative magnitudes of 
inductive and capacitive effects. Although lumped 
constant residuflls are not independent of frequency, 
the lumped constant concept provides a useful 
equivalent circuit at low frequencies. The other 
resistive components are similarly represented by a 
pure resistance and an effective series inductance. 
The variable capacitance, 0, is presumed to contain 
an effective series resistance, r. The resistance 
RL in figure 2 is the equivalent series resistance of the 
inductor. 

3 . Equation of Balance 

The impedances of the four bridge arms are 

and 

(3) 

(5) 

(6) 

The derivation of eq (3) is given in the appendix. 
When the bridge is balanced 

(7) 

After the multiplication indicated by eq (7) is per
formed, the equation of imaginary components can 
be written 

(1 + w2r202) [R (L + lL) + (RL + rL)I - R slp - Rp1sl 

= O[RRpRs+ w(RRpls+ RRslp+ RpRsl)wrO 

-w2(Rlpls+ Rplls+ Rsllp) - w3llplswrOl. (8) 

Considerable simplification of eq (8) is possible if 
the residuals are expressed as time constants and 
dissipation factors , as follows. Let 

(9) 

I 
n=Tu, (10) 
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FIGU RE 2. Th e iVj axwell-Wien bridge cil'cuit showing the resid. 
uals in the arms as lumped constants. 

(ll) 

and 

(12) 

With negligible error it will be found that 

+ W(Tp+ TS+ TR)Dc-W3TpTSTRDcl 

-(RL+ rL)TR+ RERs (Tp+ Ts)- IL, (13) 

and a convenient simplification results if the small 
terms in brackets are replaced by the symbol K. 
Then the equation of balance becomes 

L = OR pR s(1 + K )-(R L+ rL)rR+ RERs (TP+Ts)- IL, 

where 
(14) 

K=_W2(TpTS+TRTP+TRTS)-D~ 

+ W(Tp+ TS+ TR)Dc- w3TpTSTRDc. (15) 

4 . Effect of Stray Capacitance 

Before analyzing this equation in detail it is profit
able to consider the effect of stray capacitance across 
the tern~inals of the inductor. Snch capacitance 
~an be ll1troduc~d by the leads connecting the 
mductor to the bndge (see fig. 3). For this analysis 
whatever capacitance exists within the case of th~ 
inductor is considered not a part of as but rather 
part of the inductor. It should be und~rstood that 
this internal shunt capacitance contributes to the 
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FIGURE 3. The inductor under test, LT , is connected to bridge 
terminals with leads having stmy capacitance, Cs, between 
them. 

Thp bridge mcasures the equivalent ind uctance, L, which difl'ers from Lr 
because of tbe stray capacitance. 

effective series inductance mefLsured at the terminals 
?f the inductor, thereby ca,using the effective series 
lOductance to vary with frequency to some extent. 

Figure 3a shows the equivalen t series inductance 
under test, L T , in series with the internal resistance 
of the inductor, RT . The stray capacitance, Os, 
external to the inductor is in parallel with LT an d 
RT • The bridge measurement does not completely 
separate these elemen ts but indicates the effectivc 
inductance, L, as shown in figure 3b. The effecLive 
series inductance, L T , at the terminals of the inductor 
is related to the measured value, L, a,t the ends of 
the lea,ds by the approximation 

L L (1 2L 0 m ,o s ?R 20 2 ) T ~ - w 7' s+ --:r;-+w- T s . (16) 

The derivation of eq (16) is given in the appendix. 
The last three terms in parentheses constitu te the 
small correction terms resulting from stray capaci
tance. The first an d the last of t hese va,ry as the 
square of the frequency. The last term is usually 
mu ch the smaller of the t wo in practical situations. 
The second correction term is not dependent upon 
frequency and must never be overlooked as a source 
of error in measurements of the highest accuracy. 
For example, in the measuremen t of a 10 h inductor 
having an internal resistance of 10,000 ohms, at the 
end of a coaxial cable having a capacitance of 100 pf, 
the error from neglecting the second correction term 
is 0.01 h , equivalent to 0.1 percent of the quantity 
measured. Often the first correction term is sig
nifican t while the other terms are negligible, and the 
effective series inductance then can be written 

(17) 

However, in this paper both the first an d second 
correction terms will be carried in the analysis to 
follow. 

5. Substitution Methods 

The existence of the residuals and the consequent 
correction terms in eqs (14) and (16) are detrimental 
to good accuracy for residuals are often very difficult 
to measure 01' estimate to better than an order of 
magnitude. To eliminate the effect on measure
ments of some of these residuals, substitution 

methods are used. For example, if a standard 
inductor of equal nominal value is substitu ted for the 
test inductor and the differcnce of inductance is 
measured by changing 0 and TL (01' R) slightly, then 
the residuals in the resistance arms of the bridge have 
negligible effect on the measurement. Also, the 
effect of the stray capacitance across the inductor 
under test or across the standard inductor is m.uch 
reduced. The standard inductor mllst be very 
accurately known, however . 

If accurate measurements of large inductors fLre 
contemplated and a shorting plug of negligible, or 
relatively small, inductance is substitu ted for the 
test inductor, Os must be reduced to a negligible 
value by complete shielding, and a Wagner ground 
should be used. The effect of the residual, lL' in the 
resistor, rL, is elim.inn,ted by this method only if lL is 
the same for the two conditions of balance. 

The latter method, in which a relatively smn,ll 
inductance replaces the inductor under test, C~Ul be 
designated the "zero-substitution" method to dis
tinguish it from tbe "equal-substitution" method, 
in which the test inductor is replaced by a standard 
of equal nominal inductance. 

A general formula for inductance measurements by 
substitution methods with the Max,vell-Wien bridge 
may be derived from the two balance equations, 
the first with the inductor, L T , in the circuit, and the 
seco nd with a standard, LN , in its plrwe. If the 
small correction terms represented by Kin eq (14) 
arc constant for both conditions of bala,nce and if 
Os is cllanged only slightly (to OSN ) when the standard 
inductor or shorting plug is connected, then with 
certain justifiable approximations 

LT= L N+ (0-ON)RpRs[l - w2(LT + L N)Os+ R] 

- w2LTLN( Os- OSN) 

+ (R~. -R~) Os-(lL- lLN) ' (18) 

The derivation of eq (18 ) is given in the appendix. 
This equa tion is useful in showing the effect of un
certainties in the magnitude of circuit components 
on the determination of inductance. 

If good quality components are used and the bridge 
is well designed, tbe time constants that contribute 
to K will be small. However, K cannot be deter
mined with certainty and is somewhat variable 
(dependent upon actual circuit constants). The 
uncertainty in K sets an ultimate practical limit to 
the accuracy of measurement of inductance by the 
Max-well-Wien bridge. 

6. Zero-Substitution Method 

When the zero-substitution method is employed 
the small inductance, L N , need not be accurately 
known, but the capacitor, 0 , n,nd t he resistance 
product, RpRs, must be known with better accuracy 
than that desired for the inductance, LT. It is 
possible to construct very small inductallces that are 
compu table from geometry and dimensions. A short
ing bar between two terminals has a finite inductance 
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tha t can often be calcula ted or estimated well enough 
to ser ve as the "zero-reference", L N , for bridge meas
urem ents of inductors of much larger magnitude. If 
the measured indu ctance is defined as t he in crease 
in inductan ce when a shorting-link or switch associ
ated with the inductor is m anipulated in a specified 
m ann er , then t he actual inductance of the shor t 
circuit, L N, is imma terial. The term (lL - lLN) can 
be minimized if the resistance, 1'L, is inductance corn
pensated ; i. e., if designed so that the effective series 
inductance r emains constn,nt as the r esistance is 
varied. The uncer tain ties in this term m ay limit 
the accuracy of m easuremen t of sm all inductors. If 
Cs is no t extr em ely small , i t is eviden t th at the 
uncertainty in Cs can have a significant effect on 
th e accuracy of measuremen t by this method. In 
eq (1S) th e term in braclmts containing Cs can 
become obj ec tionably large when large vn,lues of 
inductance are being m easured. For example, if the 
inductance being m easured is approxima tely 10 h , 
if Cs= 100 pf ± 10 pf, and if w= 10,000 r adians per 
second, th enw2L Cs= 0.10 ± 0.01. Thus the correction 
term is 10 percen t of the m easured inductan ce, and 
t he measuremen t uncertainty is 1 percen t from this 
cause alone, disr egn,rding the probable lack of validity 
of the assumptions (when t he correction terms ar e 
so large) t hat were used to derive eq (IS). The effec t 
of capacitance Cs thus places a defini te limitation 
on the accuracy which can b e obtained by the zero
substi tu tion method with a grounded bridge. In 
order to obtain better accuracy when w2L is In,rge 
it is n ecessary to use the "equ al-substi tution m ethod" 
(described b elow) or to r esor t t o separate shielding 
on the inductor leads with an ungrounded bridge 
using W agner arms . This latter possibility involves 
considerat ions beyond the scope of this paper. 

7 . Equal-Substitution Method 

If an accura tely known standard inductance, L N , 

is subs titu ted for the test inductor, L T , the capaci
tance, C, a nd the r esistance product, R pRs, need not 
b e so accurately calibrated. B etween the two con 
ditions of balance the only circuit components 
ch anged are C and 1'L, bo th by small amounts . The 
r esiduals Dc and lL are essen tially unchanged in t his 
case, and all the other residuals ar e iden tical for both 
conditions of balance. For the equal-substitution 
method t he ~eneral eq (IS) can be r ewritten with 
n egligible add.itional error as 

L 7,= L lI+ (C- CN )R pRs(1- 2w2 L TCS + K ) 

- w2L H Cs - CSN) + (R~, - R 'j,) Cs - (lL - lLN) ' (19) 

In eqs (IS) and (19) the stray capacitan ces, Cs 
and CSN, are not considered to be exactly equal ; 
however, it is expected that they will be maintained 
n early equal. The importance of this, even in equal
substitution measurements, is eviden t from eq (19). 
In the comparison of 10 h inductors a t an anguln,r 
frequency of 10,000 radians pel' second, if the differ
ence CS- CSN is only 1 pf, then w2L } (CS-CSN) is 
0.01 h . This error of 0.1 percent shows the impor-

tance of m aintamm g Cs nearly constan t during 
the substitu tion. 

The term (lL - lLN) can b e r educed to a minimum 
by employing an adjustable resistor, 1'L, having in
ductn,nce compensation . Uncertainties in this term 
may limit accuracy if the r esistances of the test and 
standard inductors differ gr en,tly, and th e inductance 
compensation of the r esistor , 1'L , is in adequate. The 
adjustable resistor is in series with the inductor and 
is connected to the grounded corn er of th e bridge 
as shown in figure 2. If, instead, this resistor were 
connected to the ungrounded end of the inductan ce 
arm of the bridge, the cap acitance to ground from 
the several decades of this resistor would shunt the 
inductor, and as the resistance is varied to accom
modate inductors havin g differen t in ternal r esistan ce 
the change in s tray capaci tance would cause an error 
that would be difficult to correct. If one end of the 
r esistor is grounded, and if car e is taken to keep 
the r esistance as low as possible, the capacitan ce to 
ground within the r esistor merely shun ts the r esist
ance, contributing to the effective residual in
ductance, lL' which is generally insignifican t. 

The term (R }-R 'j,)Cs deserves special atten tion 
because it is directly dep enden t upon the effective 
series resistances of the inductors. As an example 
of the effect of this term , consider that, in the m eas
urement of a 10 h inductor, R T = 10,000 ohms, 
R N= S, OOO ohms, and Cs= 100 pf. Then the term 
(R } - RJy)Cs= 0.0036 h , n early 0.04 percent of the 
quantity measured. This correction , being inde
penden t of frequency (if skin effect may be n eglected) 
exists even a t low frequen cies, at which most of the 
other correction terms are negligible. 

If the time cons tant.s, Tp, T S, and TR , are 1 I'sec or 
less and Dc is 0.001 or less (these are conservative 
but reasonable es tim ates for commercially available 
components) , and the an gular frequency is 10,000 
r adians per second, the m agnitude of K is less than 
0.0003. For a 1 percent differ ence in inductors, if 
this term were neglected the r esulting error would 
be only 3 ppm of the m easured inductance. 

Thus, the equal-subs ti tution method can b e em
ployed withou t the necessity of using a Wagner 
ground providing care is taken to k eep the stray 
capacitance, Cs, r easonably small and nearly con
stan t and to apply corrections to the m easured 
values to offset errors resulting from the difference 
in the internal r esistances of th e inductors. 

8 . Effect of Frequency Difference 

It has been assumed th at the frequency of the 
a-c supply is stable. If the frequency, WN, when 
the standard inductor is in the circuit is not equal to 
th e frequency, w, when the test inductor is connected , 
th ere can be an error r esulting from the stray capaci
tance, Cs. A differ ence of frequency between the 
test balance and th e standard b alance will necessitate 
the addition of the term 
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to the righ t side of eq (18), and since w ~WN in any 
practical case, this can be factored to produce 

Since LT~LN for the equal-substitu tion method, 
the additional term to be added to eq (19) is 

If w= 10,000 radians per second, WN = 10,010 
radians per second (a 0.1 % difference) , and Cs= 100 
pf, for the measurement of a 10 h inductor by the 
equal-substitu tion method the magnitude of the 
correction term is 0.002 h, an error of 0.02 percent. 
It is important to realize that this analysis of the 
effect of frequency variation does not account for 
the change of effective series inductance with fre
quency resulting from eddy currents, skin effect, or 
distributed capacitance within the inductors. 

9 . Calibration of Inductors 

In recent years standard inductors having good 
stabili ty have become available in a wide range of 
nominal values. These have made accurate meas
urements by the equal-substitution method feasible 
and convenient. Several complete sets of standard 
are maintained in the laboratories of NBS both at 
Washington and at Boulder, and are used regularly 
for calibrating similar standards submitted for certi
fication. The values assigned to NBS working 
standards ultimately depend upon a computable 
inductor or capacitor. 

The equal-substitution method can be utilized 
with a variety of a-c bridge circuits. The essential 
requirements are that the bridge have good short
time stability, adequate resolution, and means for 
externally equalizing the storage factor (Q) of the 
inductors being compared. An advantage of the 
equal-substitution method is the lessened need for 
accuracy of adjustment of the bridge components 
because the bridge is used merely to measure small 
differences. A number of commercially available 
bridges embody the Maxwell-Wien bridge circuit to 
which the analysis given in this paper is primarily 
devoted. It is almost invariably necessary, however, 
to improve their resolution by adding a calibrated 
variable capacitor in parallel with those built into 
the bridge. 

The resistor, rL, is partially inductance com
pensated and is connected in series with the cable 
connecting the inductors to the bridge. I t has been 
determined that the existing variations of inductance 
are negligible relative to the inductance being 
measured by this method. This resistor may be 
regarded as serving the purpose of externally 
equalizing the Q of the standard and test inductors. 

It is seldom necessary to apply a correction for the 
term (R} - R'iv)Cs in eq (19). On rare occasions 
when this term is significant, a crude measurement of 
RT and RN is adequate. 

The r esistance product (range) in the bridge is set 
so that the difference between the test and the 
standard inductors can be accommodated by adjust
ment of the externally connected variable capacitor 
and resistor, the other bridge controls being left 
unchanged. 

The analysis of errors in the Max·w-ell-Wien bridge 
circuit described in this paper was carried out as part 
of the investigation of the feasibility of adopting the 
equal-substitution method for the rapid and conven
ient measurement of inductance. 

The use of the equal-substitution method for the 
precise comparison of inductors at the Electronic 
Calibration Center, NBS, Boulder, Colo., was 
instigated by Chester Peterson, NBS, Washington, 
D.C. The author is indebted to Mr. Peterson for 
helpful comments and suggestions pertaining to this 
paper. 

10. Appendix: Derivation of Equations 

Equation (3) is derived from the equation of the 
impedance of Zc and ZR in parallel. 

1 _ 1 + wC 
Zac - R + jwl wrC- j 

1 wC(wrC+ j ) 
= R + jwl+ w2r2C2+ 1 

1 + w2r2Q2 + wC(wrC+ j ) (R +.iwl ) 
(R + jwt) (1 + w2r2C2) 

Therefore 

Equation (8) is obtained by substituting eqs (3), 
(4), (5), and (6) into eq (7), giving 

(1 + w2r2C2) (R + jwl) [(RL + rL) + jw(L+ lL)] 

= [1 + w2r2C2+wC(wrC+ j) (R + jwl)] 

(R p+ jwl p) (R s+ jwl s) , 

from which the equation of imaginary components is 

(1 + w2r2C2) [R (L + lL) + (R L + rL) l-R sl p- R pls] 

= C[RRpRs+w(RRpls+RRslp+ RpRsl)wrC 

- w2(R lpls+ R plls+ R sllp) -w3llplsWrC]. 

Equation (16) describes the effect of stray capac
itance. Figure 3a represents an inductor, L T , having 
an internal resistance, Rr , connected to the bridge 
terminals by a cable having shunt capacitance, Cs. 
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The impedance of this circuit, Z, is derived as follows 

Z (R T+ jwLT)(1 - w2LTCs- jwR1.Gs) 
(l - w2LTCs+jwRTCs) (l - w2LTCs- jwRTCs)' 

Z RT+jw[LT(I -w2LTCs) -R~Csl 
(l -w2LTCS)2+w2R~C~ . 

In the equivalent circuit shown in figure 3b 

Z = R + jwL, 

and from the two preceding equations it is evident 
t hat 

L LT(1 - w2L1'Cs)-R'#,Cs 
(l-w2L TCs)2+ w2R j,C'§ 

and, with negligible error, 

It should be noted that the discarded term, 
w4Lj.C,§, in the denominator is always much smaller 
than the term, 2w2L 1,CS , which is usually much 
smaller than 1 in practical inductance measurements 
at low audiofrequencies. Since the terms in paren
theses, other than 1, are small, this equation can be 
solved for LT and simplified by neglecting higher 
order terms. 

L L ( 2L C Ri .. Cs 2R2C2) 
7' '''' l - w l' s+---:r;:-+w T s . 

Equation (18) is obtained from the following two 
equations which are derived from eq (14) modified 
according to eq (16) 

L T= CR pRs (l - w2L TCs+ Rl;S)(J + K ) 

-(RL+ 1'L)TR+ Rjfs (Tp+ TS)- lL 

and 

LN= CNRpRs (l-w2LNCsN+ R'i :SN) (I+ K ) 

- ) RpRs ) l -(R LN+ 1'LN TR+-yr- (Tp+ TS - LN. 

In eq (15) it will be noted that at the higher fre
quencies the first term in K is the largest term, and 
that at lower frequencies all terms in K are small 
and often negligible. The first term in K is in
dependent of Dc, which may vary slightly between 

the two conditions of balance; hence, the assump
tion that K is constant is justifiable. In the above 
equations since 

and 

and 

CRpRsRi-Cs/LT "" Ri-Cs and 

CNR pRsR J,CsN/LN "" R J,CSN' 

Therefore, 

LT- LN= [(C- CN)RpRs-RpRsW2(CLTCS 

- CNLNCsN)+Ri-Cs-R ,?CsNl(I + K) - (lL - lLN) ' 

The factor (CLTCS-CNLNCSN) can be e)..'panded as 
follows: 

(CLTCS- CNLNCSN) = (C- CN) (LTCS + LNCSN) 

+ CNLTCS- CLNCSN' 

If Cs and CSN can be reduced to zero, this factor 
becomes zero, and the equation is greatly simplified. 
However, if Cs is not zero, but if Cs approximately 
equals CSN, 

CLTCS-CNLNCSN= (C-CN)(LT+ LN)CS 

+ CNLTCS- CLNCSN 
and 

LT- LN= {(C-CN)RpRs[l - w2(LT+ LN)Csl 

- RpRsw2( CNLTCS- CLNCSN) 

+(R~-R1)Cs} (l + K) -(lL- lLN), 

and with negligible erTOT the substitution CNRpRs 
= LN and CRpRs= LT can be made in the small 
correction terms. The second term in braces can be 
Teduced to - w2LTLN(CS- CSN)' If the terms under 
consideration are not relatively small, the approxi
mations are not valid. 

Neglecting second order terms, the above equation 
can be simplified , giving eq (18): 

LT= LN+ (C- CN) RpRs[l - w2(LT+ LN) Cs+Kj 

- w2LTLN( Cs- CSN) +(R~-R1) Cs- (lL - lLN)' 
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